
Kaoru Arima makes small impressionistic portraits. The coloured paint is dabbed onto a black
painted background whose square shape is reminiscent of a Polaroid. Sometimes the painting bleeds
over the edges of the black background, giving the face a blobby, intrusive cool look while
reminding us that portraits, an academic form par excellence, are historically linked to the invention
of the background. Each portrait has a title: a forename such as “Pokan” or “Po”, a notion such as
“Over There” or “The Last Person”, or a comment such as “Nasty Looking” or “Dirty Blonde”. 

Kaoru Arima’s close-up portraits are unrecognisable. They are dark—but devoid of pathos. The
black background they are painted on gives no indication of the context, and modern illusionist
machinery,to which their fluidity might have invited comparison, is absent. They seem to have been
taken with a flash, as if they were going to disappear or shatter immediately afterwards; these
portraits arepictorially unstable. They are unusual in that they are taken from two viewpoints
simultaneously:from the viewpoint of the selfie, and from the other side of what is shown.
Amalgamated in Arima’slittle portraits, these two viewpoints raise the question of the
interdependency between imageswe take of ourselves and the image we have of ourselves: a
question that lies a heart of profilemanagement on social media. The fact that in Arima’s paintings
the eyes are all burnt out / gouged out suggests that the subject of this interdependency moves
towards the expropriation of one’s self by the image of oneself—beginning with the loss of one’s
eyes. 

Arima’s portraits invent a place where the face is lost, and they create a space where this absence
can become effective. Each of Arima’s paintings attests to this movement and crystallises it. The
effectiveness of Arima’s portraits comes from their rapid execution, which gives them great
intensity, and from the removal of the eyes, which makes the surface and the background
interchangeable and suggest that, today, all self-images are in the process of turning themselves into
self-compost. Several small “feeling sculptures” punctuate the exhibition and are presented between
the portraits.Titled “Sprout of Empty set”, these fist marks made on white paper clay (a mixture of
clay, fibres,cellulose and water) are small haptic wall sculptures that represent our desire to see what
we want to see in them as we touch them. A slightly swollen mask-portrait of Faust / child size, also
made of white paper clay, has two eye sockets and a mouth which appear to be either wide empty or
gouged out according to whether one is in front of or behind it. 
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